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INTRO
Vincent Voiceover
This is where the wealthy and the powerful rule. It is her world...a world apart from mine. Her 
name...is Catherine. From the moment I saw her, she captured my heart with her beauty, her warmth,
and her courage. I knew then, as I know now, she would change my life...forever.

Catherine Voiceover 
He comes from a secret place, far below the city streets, hiding his face from strangers, safe from 
hate and harm. He brought me there to save my life...and now, wherever I go, he is with me, in spirit. 
For we have a bond stronger than friendship or love. And although we cannot be together, we will 
never, ever be apart.

ACT ONE

Scene opens - Catherine slowly enters the darkened tunnel. Father looks on in concern. Ferocious 
growls heard in background. Camera pans from Catherine continues walking towards sounds to 
Father continues to look on in concern. Catherine approaches cavern entrance and after entering 
cavern sees Vincent standing on opposite side. Vincent turns and spots her at entrance. Continuous 
growling, charges, raising right arm to strike

CATHERINE
(yelling)
Vincent!
(screams)
VINCENT!

Shocked realization shown on face as Vincent collapses on top of Catherine. Catherine rises above 
him

CATHERINE
(panting)
Vincent...

CATHERINE
(hand on his chest)
Vincent...

CATHERINE
(checks for pulse in neck)
No...

Places head on chest to listen for heartbeat

CATHERINE
(continuing)
No...No...No...



CATHERINE
(raises head)
No, Vincent! You can't! You can't!

CATHERINE
(puts head on chest again)
Not without me!
I won't let you. I won't let you.

Rises up and tenderly kisses him on the mouth

Theme music plays The First Time I Loved Forever
Rose opening petals, fiery explosion, Vincent and Catherine's hands reaching to clasp together, 
images of Vincent and Catherine, rose opening, fiery explosion, scene from Masques on bench, 
flashes of rose, explosion, hands unclasping, fades to - entrance to tunnel 

FADE TO - Father's concerned look at tunnel entrance. turns back to Mouse, Pascal, Jamie sitting 
around small fire, others in background pacing.

MOUSE
(looks upward)
So quiet...

PASCAL
(standing behind Mouse)
How much longer?

FATHER
(turns toward Pascal)
I'm going in.

Father limps his way along the tunnel towards the cavern entrance. Father approaches cavern 
entrance and sees Catherine holding Vincent in her lap. As Father appears, Catherine looks up.

FATHER
How is he?

CATHERINE
He's alive...

Catherine looks back down at Vincent as he slowly opened his eyes and looks up at her as Father 
looks on. Father and Vincent emerge from tunnel entrance as the others anxiously watch. Catherine 
slowly follows and the group make their way back to the home tunnels. 

CUT TO Catherine placing blanket over Vincent as he lays down in his chamber. Distant train 
rumbles past as Vincent looks around chamber.

VINCENT
I don't remember this place



FATHER
(off camera)
This is your home, this is your chamber.

CATHERINE
(sitting on side of bed)
You're among people who love you. Sleep now.

Vincent drifts off to sleep as scene fades - into skyline of New York
Scene opens -Janitors are busy cleaning DA's office as scene pans to Catherine working at her desk.
Joe Maxwell turns and glances back at her. 

JOE
(fixing his sleeve cuffs)
You okay?

CATHERINE
(reaching for piece of paper and starts to jot something down)
Yeah.

Joe walks over to Catherine's desk

Joe
You sure?

CATHERINE
(looking up)
Yeah, I'm okay.

JOE
(looking at watch)
What are you doing? It's late.

CATHERINE
I'm just trying to get organized for tomorrow
(continues to write)
Playing catch-up

JOE
You know that flu lingers. You really should go easy, Radcliffe. I mean it.

Catherine smirks and Joe looks around

JOE
What?

CATHERINE
I didn't have the flu.



JOE
You didn't? What did you have?

CATHERINE
(sighs)
Let's go into your office.

JOE
Sure.

Catherine and Joe walk towards Joe's office

JOE
You're making me very nervous. What are you gonna tell me?

They enter the office

CATHERINE
You've been a wonderful friend, Joe, and I never meant to be less than truthful with you.

JOE
But...

CATHERINE
But...I have been less than truthful

JOE
(walking towards chair behind desk)
You mean about the flu?

CATHERINE
About my personal life.

Joe sits down

CATHERINE
There are things you don't know. Things that I don't share with anyone.

JOE
Well, we all have our secrets.

CATHERINE
There's someone in my life, that I care very deeply for... Someone that I love...

JOE
Oh, well, that's great, Radcliffe.

CATHERINE
He's been... going through a difficult time and...



JOE
What's the problem?

CATHERINE
He's not well.

JOE
I'm sorry. Is there anything I can do?

CATHERINE
I don't know. I'm praying...

JOE
I'm glad you told me this.

CATHERINE
Me too. You have a heart like his.

They smile at each other and scene fades---

CUT TO Vincent places statue back on dresse as he looks around at other objects in room. Catherine
walks in.

CATHERINE
How are you feeling?

Vincent turns and looks at her

VINCENT
I'm not sure.

CATHERINE
Try to tell me.

VINCENT
Like a stranger.

CATHERINE
What seems unfamiliar?

VINCENT
Many things. Many things I can't... don't remember.

CATHERINE
Do you feel like a stranger with me?

VINCENT
(walking towards Catherine)
No, not with you. You're the woman that I love.



CATHERINE
I'm glad. 

VINCENT
(looking down and turning away)
But there are things... things in my mind. I can't... reach... I reach for the words
(sits down)
but they're not there.

CATHERINE
(sitting beside him)
Vincent, the words will come.

VINCENT
Names...

CATHERINE
I wouldn't worry.

Vincent turns and looks at Catherine

VINCENT
Your name...

CATHERINE
My name...You mean you can't?

Vincent shakes his head 'no'

CATHERINE
Catherine.

VINCENT
(laughs)
Yes. 

CATHERINE
Vincent, don't worry. I won't let you forget. 

They lean against each other. Fade out 

CUT TO a view of the stars outside. Father and Vincent are standing in front of the drainage tunnel 
entrance

FATHER
(pointing skyward)
I believe that's Andromedia if I'm not mistaken.



VINCENT
(points towards sky)
Oh, no. It's Cassiopia. Do you see her chair?

FATHER
Now I'm the one who's memory is failing. You're obviously feeling better.

VINCENT
Yes, I am.

FATHER
We were all praying, Vincent.

VINCENT
Father, what happened to me? What happened to me in that dark cavern? I have no memory... none.

FATHER
You were in a terrifying state. Such agony and rage. I don't think I've been more afraid in all my life. 
For you more, Vincent. For you, for all of us. When Catherine went in and brought you back, She 
went into that dark place, alone.

(Vincent looks down while Father talked)

CUT TO New York skyline at night with bridge in foreground.

FADE TO bandshell playing classical music. Vincent and Catherine sitting underneath on cushions, 
listening. Leaning against each other.

CATHERINE
How do you feel?

VINCENT 
There are no words.

CATHERINE
Try one...

VINCENT
Blessed...

FADE TO park with full moon shining overhead. Pans over images on New York City streets

CUT TO Joe and another man exiting a building. As they walk down the sidewalk. They are obviously
friends.

FRIEND
What do you hear about Raymond?



JOE
Peace Corp. Gave up litigating divorcees for innoculating refugees. 

FRIEND
Peace Corp?

JOE
That's what I hear.

FRIEND
(chuckling)
That's amazing.

They turn the corner and continue walking

JOE
Ten years is a long time.

FRIEND
That's all it's been?

Joe stops and turns towards friend

JOE
Why don't you tell me what's going on, Pat? I mean, you and me haven't talked since the night we 
both passed the bar and you call me out of nowhere and don't tell me it's over old times because... 
you're about the least nostalgic about it.

PAT
What have you heard, Joe?

JOE
What have I head about what?

PAT
About me...about my work.

JOE
I hear you pull down about a million a year on Wall Street.

PAT
Try fifty million...

JOE
It's a lot of money. I mean, for a kid from the Bronx.
\
PAT
It's not about the money. It stopped being about the money a long time ago.



JOE
Then what the hell are we talking about? What are you into?

PAT
It's big. It's bigger than...the scope of it, Joe. It's incredible. I'm talking government, organized crime, 
major industries...

JOE
And where do you fit in?

PAT
I'm just a lawyer.

JOE
For who?

PAT
(starts walking away)
Not yet.

JOE
Pat, I can get you in the Witness Protection Program first thing in the morning.

PAT
Joe, I'm on a plane in one hour. Cindy and my boy are already there.

JOE
Where?

Hanlon hands Joe a black book.

JOE
What's this?

PAT
You'll find out when I get to where I'm going. It has to be on my terms.
Pat turns away

JOE
Pat?

Pat turns back

JOE
Why are you doing this?

PAT
(sighs)
'Cause until I got involved in this thing, I didn't believe in Hell. Now I'll see ya.



Hanlon turns and walks towards his car. Joe follows as Hanlon sits in the driver's seat. Hanlon starts 
car and it suddenly explodes and knocks Joe to the ground obviously injured.

FADE TO ambulance leaving St. Clare's Hospital.
FADE TO hospital ward with doctor writing in chart.

DOCTOR
Increase her digoxin dosage to point five milligrams P.O. T.I.D.

Hands chart to nurse

NURSE
Yes, doctor, right away.

Catherine walks up to doctor

CATHERINE
Hi. I'm here about Joe Maxwell. I'm a friend.

DOCTOR
Uh, he'll be in surgery for a while still.

CATHERINE
Could you tell me what happened? I mean, please?

DOCTOR
He survived an explosion that should have killed him. He needs blood. That's the only thing you can 
do for him right now. Why don't you go speak to the duty nurse. She's at the outside station.

CATHERINE
Okay

Doctor leaves, Catherine sighs and turns to leave. 

FADE TO hospital room with monitor showing heartbeat.

WOMAN'S VOICE OVER PA
Dr. Kelly, Dr. Robert Kelly, Please call the page operator.

Pans around room at various machines until it shows Joe lying in a hospital bed unconscious, 
bandage on right forehead, both eyes reddened, nasa cannula in nose, reddened area left jaw, wires 
leading out of gown to monitors. Catherine places her coat on chair next to bed.

CATHERINE
Oh, Joe, look at you.

Joe turns his head



CATHERINE
(quietly)
Doctor says you're lucky.

JOE
(mumbling)
Yeah, some luck.

CATHERINE
You're alive.

JOE
You call this livin'.

Recalls something, gets intense expression

JOE
The book, the book.

CATHERINE
Don't try to talk.

JOE
There's a book...Important

CATHERINE
A book?

JOE
Pat gave it...

CATHERINE
Patrick Hanlon?

JOE
Why he was killed.

CATHERINE
I'll get it. In the meantime, try and get some rest.

Joe closes his eyes

CUT TO security guard opening locker holding Joe's personal effects. Catherine pulls bag out and 
starts going through Joe's clothes. 

VOICE OVER PA
Hospital security, call extension 5321

Catherine finds book in coat pocket and briefly looks through it. Walks back from patient property 



office and meets lab tech in doorway.

LAB TECH
Oh, Miss Chandler. Good, I'm glad I caught you.

CATHERINE
Is something wrong with Joe?

LAB TECH
No. Listen, I thought you should know, you reallty shouldn't have given blood.

CATHERINE
(gives tech curious look)
Why not?

LAB TECH
Well, because you're pregnant.

Catherine has a stunned look on her face

LAB TECH
I'm sorry. I... um... I just thought that you should know that. Listen, if you'd like, I'll send your test 
results on over to your own doctor.

Scene fades to black---

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

Catherine still standing in hallway with stunned look

LAB TECH
(voiceover)
Because you're pregnant

Catherine starts walking down hallway

LAB TECH
(voiceover)
Because you're pregnant.

Catherine wanders to nursery and looks at babies in bassinets. Walks hospital corridor. 

FADE TO DA office buidling
FADE TO Catherine dialing phone. 



CATHERINE
Yes, Jenny Aronson please. Hi, Nicole. It's Catherine Chandler, is Jenny in? Oh, okay, um, no, she's 
got my numbers. Nicole, would you tell her it's important. Oh no, nothing wrong. I just, um, need to 
talk to her, okay. Thanks.

Replaces phone than looks through book again. Gets up and goes to office of John Moreno, District 
Attorney. Knocks on door.

JOHN
(on phone)
So we'll order something in. I don't care. Italian, Chinese. Italian's fine. All right, Marlene.
(tells Catherine as she approaches his desk)
Come in. 

JOHN
So, good news about Joe, huh?

CATHERINE
Yeah. I suppose. He looks better.

CATHERINE
(hands Moreno the book)
Take a look at his. Hanlon gave it to Joe just before the bomb went off. I've cross-referenced 
everything we have on Hanlon.

JOHN
And...

CATHERINE
Well, except for a few dates I can't make any sense out of it.

JOHN 
Did you check the SEC records?

CATHERINE
No match there either.

John takes closer look at book with his glasses.

CATHERINE
What?

JOHN
Nothing really, except for these two sets of initials.

CATHERINE
MD and HNT



JOHN
Yeah, Malloy Davidson and Hanover Norton Trust. Between the two they've just about underwritten 
every major development project in the city
(takes off glasses) 
Who else has seen this?

CATHERINE
You're the first.

JOHN
(looks at watch)
Look, I've got to be downtown in about five minutes. Why don't you let me hold onto this...I'll take a 
closer look.

CATHERINE
Actually, um, I'd like to keep it but I'll run off a copy.

JOHN
(rising)
Fine
(hands book back to Catherine) 
Let's move on this.

Catherine turns to leave and nods her head at John and walks out the door. John puts on suit jacket. 
Scene fades

CUT TO Catherine opening apartment door. Catherine walks out onto the terrace and leans against 
the balcony wall. After waiting a while, she decides to make her way Below. Subway trains rattle in 
the distance. Catherine walking through tunnels, finally enters Vincent's chamber where he is sitting 
at his desk.

CATHERINE
Vincent?

Vincent turns to look at her

CATHERINE
What is it?

Vincent shakes his head

CATHERINE
Are you all right?

VINCENT
Yes.

CATHERINE
I need to talk to you.



VINCENT
(turns head back)
I can see that you do. There was a time when I would have come to you. 

CATHERINE
What do you mean? I don't expect you to...

VINCENT
Catherine, the look on your face. I can see your unrest.

Vincent gets up and starts to pace

VINCENT
There was a time when I would have felt it... here
(hand to chest) 
I could feel what you were feeling. Everything. Across the city. Across a continent. Now I have to wait 
for you to tell me. There was a time when I could feel you coming to me, feel you near in the tunnels. 
There was a source of great joy radiating from you, filling me with joy. Tonight I waited 'til the sentries 
sent me a message that you were here.

CATHERINE
What's different now?

VINCENT
It's gone. 

CATHERINE
What's gone?

VINCENT
The connection, our connection, our bond.

CATHERINE
It will return.

VINCENT
No. I don't think so.

CATHERINE
Have faith that it will.

VINCENT
It's lost to me. I know.

CATHERINE
How do you know? Why do you say that?



VINCENT
Because it is the price... the price I must pay for this new found peace. The contentment. But 
Catherine, what have I lost?

CATHERINE
I don't think that it is lost, Vincent. It was a gift. That power was a gift. It came to you in a life when it 
was needed and you used it and... perhaps it is no longer needed.

VINCENT
More than once, it saved your life.

CATHERINE
Maybe your gift will return to you in another form, something you never even dreamed of. Vincent, 
your power was extraordinary, but it has nothing to do with what we are together. What we feel for 
each other. That is our connection and if one gift is lost, there are other gifts waiting to be found. 
Believe me, Vincent, there are so many gifts waiting for you. All you have to do is...just open your 
arms and receive them.

VINCENT
I believe you.

CATHERINE
Just open your arms.

Vincent opens his arms and Catherine walks into his embrace.

VINCENT
Now, tell me...tell me what's troubling you?

CATHERINE
Another time. Don't worry.

Scene fades to black...

END OF ACT TWO

ACT THREE

FADE TO priest chanting in Latin during a funeral while a man stands alongside, twisting a gold ring 
on his finger. Afterwards, the man places his hand on a young boy's shoulder. 

MAN
Remember this day, you will come to cherish it.

FADE TO hospital room

JOHN
They, uh, buried your friend today.



JOE
He wasn't my friend.

JOHN
Oh, I thought you two were law school buddies.

JOE
I knew him, okay? And the little I knew, I didn't like.

JOHN
Then... you're not planning on making this a personal thing?

JOE
Hey, boss. I'm the one laid up here. I'd say that's pretty personal.

JOHN
Hey, we're working on it, Joe. All right. We're doing the best we can. 

JOE
Yeah.

JOHN
For all the good it's gonna do us. That book may have been written in Arameic,

JOE
What about Malloy Davidson and Hanover Norton Trust?

JOHN
Yeah. That's gonna take a while. They're so big, we don't know who the hell to subpeona. Look Joe, 
listen, what else did Hanlon say? I mean, he must have said something that maybe we can check 
into.

JOE
That's just it. He didn't say anything about what he was into. Nothing specific. I guess he was saving 
the details for insurance.

JOHN
So, how you feeling anyway?

JOE
Lousy. Frustrated.

JOHN
Take it easy, take it easy. All right. You'll be out of here soon.

JOE
Not soon enough.

FADE TO Vincent's chamber where he is pulling back tissue paper in a box revealing a leather-bound



journal

CATHERINE
It's a new journal.

Vincent picks up journal and turns it over in his hands.

VINCENT
It's very beautiful.

CATHERINE
It seemed appropriate.

VINCENT
Yes, it is.

Vincent opens journal and notices an inscription

VINCENT
(reading inscription)
'With love, all things are possible. Forever. Catherine.'
Forever

CATHERINE
Yes. Forever

Vincent puts book down and walks over to take Catherine in his arms.

FADE TO upscale office building.

ELLIOT
(holding book)
Are you gonna tell me what I'm looking at, or am I gonna have to guess.

CATHERINE
Do you know a man named Patrick Hanlon?

ELLIOT
He's an attorney.

CATHERINE
He was killed two days ago and it has something to do with that book.

ELLIOT
Well, that's too bad but, uh, what does this have to do with me?

CATHERINE
Hanlon was dealing with Malloy Davidson and Hanover Norton Trust. I thought that maybe...



ELLIOT
Cathy... Listen, I got news for you. I don't know many people who haven't dealt with Malloy Davidson 
and Hanover Norton Trust. Ahh... No... This is the last thing I want to get involved with.

CATHERINE
Elliot, could you just...

ELLIOT
No. Absolutely not.

Gets up and walks away from Catherine

CATHERINE
Just look through it. That's all I'm asking.

ELLIOT
No, Cathy. And I mean no.

CATHERINE
Help me to find something to follow up on. A name, a place, a dollar amount, anything.

ELLIOT
Absolutely not.

CATHERINE
I'm stuck, Elliot
(sighs)
I need some help.

ELLIOT
(presses intercom button)
Cancel my 3:00.

SECRETARY'S VOICE
Yes, sir. Mr. Burch.

Elliot walks back to Catherine sitting on the couch

ELLIOT
You knew I was gonna say yes.
(sits down and picks up book)
How'd you know?

CATHERINE
Because I know you

FADE TO Vincent's chamber



VINCENT
A child?

CATHERINE
Yes.

Vincent turns away from Catherine then back again.

CATHERINE
Vincent...

VINCENT
But what kind of a child?

CATHERINE
An extraordinary child.

FADE TO Catherine sitting at her desk with phone ringing. 

CATHERINE
Yeah, Catherine Chandler
(reaches for notepad and pen) 
Thursday at three-thirty? Yeah, okay, I got it. Thanks.

Hangs up phone and pulls out piece of paper and starts writing as Moreno approaches desk

JOHN
Any luck with those names?

CATHERINE
Yeah. It's starting to come together. How's Joe doing?

JOHN
Well, he asked me to smuggle in a cheesesteak and some cold beer.

CATHERINE
Good.

Moreno walks away as Catherine folds note up.

FADE TO Father walking towards Vincent's chamber, carrying note

FATHER
This just arrived for you.
(walks in and hands Vincent the note)

VINCENT
It's from Catherine.



Vincent reads note then gets up and gathers his cloak

FATHER
What is it?

VINCENT
Something important.

FATHER
Are you sure you're strong enough to travel? It's a long way. I could send someone...

VINCENT
Father, please. My life must begin again. I'm ready.

FADE TO Catherine exiting elevator in DA office building's garage, walks towards car and hears 
footsteps approaching. Gets into car as two men come up, man pulls gun and Catherine steps on gas
pedal pulling away as men fire shots after her.

CUT TO Vincent walking towards meeting place.
CUT TO Catherine crashes into delivery van and backs up as men arrive and fire into back of car. 
She continues to race away in parking garage. Driver shot as he exited van.

MAN
Come on.

They jump into van and take after Catherine

CUT TO Vincent continuing on his way. 

CUT TO Catherine racing through parking garage. Pulls car to stop, gets out, and races toward 
elevator.

CATHERINE
(panting, waiting for elevator to arrive)
Come on!

Van pulling closer

CATHERINE
(whispering)
Come on. Come on. Come on.

Van hits her car as she races into elevator as it opens.

MAN
There she is.

Elevator doors close before men can reach her



MAN
Damn.

Catherine pulls gun from bag and waits for elevator to stop. Elevator doors open and Moreno is 
standing there.

CATHERINE
(lowers gun)
Oh, John. Thank God!

Two men with machine pistols appear on either side of Moreno. Moreno walks away as a look of 
horror appears on Catherine's face as the men take her.

CUT TO Vincent arriving at Catherine's threshold, waiting for her to arrive. 

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT THREE

ACT FOUR

Scene open - city lights at night, Vincent on terrace of Catherine's darkened apartment. Night fades to
morning, Vincent still waiting and gazes into empty apartment.

FADE TO to light shining

MAN
Perhaps you should ask yourself if it's really worth all this. Now, let's begin again.

Scene widens to Catherine tied to a chair

MAN
Where's the book Maxwell gave you? That's all we need to know. After that you can go home.

Catherine remains silent. 

FADE TO Father's chamber, Father sitting at desk, Vincent standing next to it

FATHER
You mustn't let fear eclipse logic.

VINCENT
Fear is all I have left to feel.

Vincent starts to pace

FATHER
What about hope?



VINCENT
(whirling)
She's gone, Father. Without a word, or a sign. My sense of her...

FATHER
Your empathic connection will return, Vincent. I'm sure of it.

VINCENT
And until then...

FATHER
Until then, you must have patience and faith, Vincent. These are powerful healers.

VINCENT
(scoffs)
Patience...Faith...

FATHER
For now, that's all you can do.

VINCENT
Well, all I can do is not enough. 

Father rises from his desk and goes to Vincent

FATHER
Vincent... Tell me... Please tell me what I can say to give you solace...

VINCENT
Nothing you say can change what is happening.
(turning to leave)
I should never have come here and burden you with this.

FATHER
(turning to stop Vincent)
No...

Vincent exits chamber

FADE TO rainy alley with stationary car at night

MAN
She's difficult. Impossible really.

JOHN
I told you.

MAN
I suppose I had to see for myself.



JOHN
What about her apartment?

MAN
Top to bottom, nothing. Same with her bank box. There are other ways 

JOHN
(looks at him)
Just... do what you have to.

FADE TO pipe chamber. Pipes clanging.

ZACH
I missed that one.

PASCAL
West End and 84th.

ZACH
I know where it came from, I missed which way it was going
(listens closer)
That's it. B sector, Topside Broome and Battery food pickup.

FATHER
(walks in)
Hello, Zach.

ZACH
Father...

FATHER
Pascal, can I have a word with you?

PASCAL
(turning toward Zach)
Think you can handle it?

ZACH
With my eyes closed. 

PASCAL
That's fine. Just keep your ears open.

Father and Pascal step away so they can talk in private

FATHER
Catherine is missing.



PASCAL
Missing? Is she in danger?

FATHER
I don't know.

PASCAL
If she were, wouldn't Vincent know?

FATHER
After what happened to him, the bond between them now seems to have been impaired.

PASCAL
I'll alert every outpost right away. Issue an all clear.

FATHER
Good. I've already contacted the Helpers.

PASCAL
We'll find her, Father.

FATHER
We must find her.

Father leaves as Zach and Pascal issue the alert

FADE TO Vincent's chamber, Vincent sitting at desk, hands folded. 
FADE TO Vincent walking in tunnel and exits drainage tunnel, standing in alleyway.

VINCENT
(voice over)
Catherine, where are you?

Car drives by and Vincent ducks behind trash cans

VINCENT
(voice over)
Where are you in this dark city?

Vincent walking down alleyway

VINCENT
(voice over)
I can no longer feel you. Why can I no longer feel you? Why can I no longer feel your warmth 
reaching towards me?

Scene from episode No Way Down when cab passes and Vincent sits up in alley sensing Catherine 
passing in taxi



VINCENT
(voice over)
All I feel now is the emptiness, cold emptiness, as if my heart has been ripped from my chest, and I 
am doomed to wander, searching to find it.

Vincent continues searching the city

VINCENT
(voice over)
I know you are alive. That I know. Call out to me, Catherine. Call out to me so that I may hear. 
Scream my name but do not lose hope.

Vincent climbs onto rooftop

VINCENT
(voice over)
Do not lose faith that I will find you. I will find you. I will find you. I will not stop. I will search until I find 
you, or until I am dust.

FADE TO daylight DA building. Moreno enters office, Joe following.

JOHN
You don't think I'm upset. First my deputy DA gets blown to within an inch of his life. Now my best 
investigator is bushwacked in a police parking structure in broad daylight. That's not exactly the kind 
of thing that inspires public confidence.

JOE
(angry)
I don't give a damn abut public confidence.

JOHN
Well, the public put us in office, Joe. So you better start paying attention.
(sits behind his desk)

JOE
Look, this is Cathy Chandler we're talking about.
(sits down on couch) 
Not some political agenda. 

JOHN
Just pull yourself back a little, Joe. My agenda is the same as yours.

JOE
Fine.

JOHN
Now, what are you suggesting?



JOE
I want to head this investigation.

JOHN
Can you handle it?

JOE
What?

JOHN
'Cause you're not showing me in here that you can handle it.

JOE
I can handle it.

JOHN
All right. Then it's yours. 

JOE
All right. 

JOHN
Joe, every move, every lead, every decision affecting this case, I want it across my desk before you 
make it. I don't want to have to read about it first.

JOE
(rising)
Okay.

JOHN
Where do you want to start?

JOE
The ledger.

JOHN
Seems like the logical place if you can avoid turning this thing into a personal vendetta. 

JOE
John, I'm not gonna turn anything any...

JOHN
Just run out every ground ball. That's all I'm saying, Joe. Her caseload, her files, any of her recent 
convictions that have been released from custody in the last two years.

JOE
(turning to leave)
I'm on it.



JOHN
Joe, everything...across my desk...

JOE
Everything...

Joe leaves Moreno's office

CUT TO Classy hotel bay window

AUCTIONEER
We have a bid, ladies and gentlemen of seven point five for item A-435 on the catalog. Any more 
offers, ladies and gentlemen?

Crowd of people in ballroom attending an auction.

AUCTIONEER
Going for second time for seven point five...What am I bid? Any more offers? Very well, going for the 
third time...

A hand raised,  holding up card number 23

AUCTIONEER
We have an offer of seven point six, ladies and gentlemen, for item A-435 on the catalog. What am I 
bid? Any more offers, Ladies and gentlemen? Going for the second time then of seven point six? Any 
more bids?

Someone's hand turning ring nervously. 

AUCTIONEER
Going for a third and final time at seven point six
(bangs gavel)
Sold. Item A-435 is sold to number 23 for seven million, six hundred thousand pounds discerned.

FADE TO warehouse, daylight

DOCTOR
She had knowledge of at least five major contacts but she still won't tell us where the book is
(talking to camera on wall) 
Her resistence is remarkable. I can't go any further with her. She's pregnant.

BOSSMAN
Continue, Doctor.

DOCTOR
Anything more threatens the fetus. It could kill the woman as well.

BOSSMAN
You'll continue, Doctor.



Doctor reluctantly injects Catherine with another dose of drugs

CATHERINE
(whispers)
No.

FADE TO Catherine gagging and retching in corner of where she's being held. Leans against wall, 
looks up and sees Vincent standing in opposite corner. She runs towards him.

CATHERINE
(reaching out)
Vincent!

Figure disappears as she runs into corner. Catherine sighs then finally notices pipes on other side of 
room. Grabs shoe and starts banging on pipes. Scene switches back and forth between pipes 
echoing clanging to Catherine continuing to bang on pipes. Door suddenly opens and two guard enter
room

CATHERINE
No...

Guards pull Catherine away from pipes and out of the room. 
Switch to underground man taps on pipes, sending message to pipe chamber. Zach runs out of the 
chamber.

FADE TO doctor injecting Catherine with drug

DOCTOR
Let it go this time, Ms. Chandler. Please.

Switch to Vincent running through tunnels to warehouse. Two guards near door hear roaring sounds 
as Vincent breaks through wall, attacks guards as alarm sounds.

MAN
(opening switchblade)
Come on.

Man cuts Catherine's bonds free as guards try to fire on Vincent. Blocks gunfire with steel door. 
Vincent runs to window and sees Catherine being hustled into car. Video camera watching Vincent as
he breaks through window and lands on top of car. Vincent's hand breaks window as man swipes at it
with switchblade.

MAN
Go.

Vincent's hand breaks man's neck as driver pulls away, throwing Vincent off car roof. Before Vincent 
could give chase, cars speeds away.



VINCENT
(yelling)
Catherine!

Fade to black

END OF ACT FOUR
ACT FIVE

FADE TO office building. Six months later, Catherine is staring out upper story window dressed in a 
white nightgown.

DOCTOR
With everythihng... from the fetal heartbeat to the contracted gestation period. At this rate of 
development, she could go ito labor tomorrow.

BOSSMAN
Explain that to me.

DOCTOR
I can't...

BOSSMAN
Try.

DOCTOR
It's just the nature of the pregnancy. It's not normal. I'm worried about the woman.

BOSSMAN
This isn't about the woman.

DOCTOR
I don't understand.

BOSSMAN
She's just the vessel. It's the child.

DOCTOR
The child...?

BOSSMAN
I want this child.
Doctor nods head and leaves the office. Bossman walks to other side of room and clicks monitor on. 
Watches video of Vincent's attack in warehouse.

FADE TO Locked room. Catherine sitting on bed. Nurse enters to bring Catherine for exam.



CATHERINE
Would you talk to me, please? Have you been outside today? Do they let you go outside? You've got 
to help me, please. They're going to take away by baby. You know that. If you could, if you could get 
outside ...
(hands nurse note) 
If you could just giv e this to a police officer, any police officer... please?

Nurse takes note then proceeds to take Catherine to doctor.

DOCTOR
Unbutton your gown, please. And lie down.

Doctor prepares to examine Catherine as nurse hands note to guard in exam room. Doctor performs 
ultrasound and Catherine is returned to her room

CATHERINE
(walks to window)
Vincent, where are you?

FADE TO Tunnels, Father sitting at his desk, reading as Vincent enters.

FATHER
You're going Above.

VINCENT
(nods)
Have we received any word yet, today?

FATHER
(closes book)
No, nothing.

VINCENT
Someone is watching the warehouse?

FATHER
Day and night. Sebastian is there now. No one's come near the place. 

VINCENT
Where is she? Where is she? I find no sense of her.
(sigh)
We must continue to...keep a tight surveilane on the entire...

FATHER
Vincent, everyone of us and everyone of our Helpers has been searching the city. You go Above 
every night. You've barely slept in six months.

VINCENT
It spares me from the dreams.



FATHER
You can't go on like this. Your condition was not as strong to begin with.

VINCENT
What are you suggesting?

FATHER
I'm suggesting that if you...go on in this way, you would surely destroy yourself.

VINCENT
You would have me stop searching for Catherine?

FATHER
I would have you conserve your strength.

VINCENT
You know I would never stop until I've found her. You know that. 

FATHER
Vincent, perhaps there is...um...a reason for your inability to sense Catherine. For your loss of 
connection to her if the worst has happened.

VINCENT
(slams hand on desk)
Don't. Don't even let the words pass your lips. She's alive, she's alive and I will not stop until I find 
her. Never.

Vincent leaves chamber, Father leans back in chair.

CUT TO Elliot's office

ELLIOT
She's out there somewhere, Cleon.

CLEON
Yeah, maybe. It's a big city. What do you really know about Catherine Chandler?

ELLIOT
I know what kind of woman she is and I know how I feel about her and that's enough. Why?

CLEON
Nothing in her life seems to make a damn bit of sense. She vanished once before what... ah ... two 
years ago.

ELLIOT
That was when she got her face slashed. She was only missing ten days.



CLEON
Ten unexplained days and what does she do when she returns, she quits her cushy job at her dad's 
firm. Signs on for grunt work at the DA's office. Drops out of the society scene and withdraws from 
most of her friends.

ELLIOT
And dumped her fiance.

CLEON
That's right. As far as we know, there was only one other man in her life after that.

ELLIOT
Me.

CLEON
That didn't last very long. Why?

ELLIOT
She had her reasons. It's got nothing to do with the case.

CLEON
She ever mention someone named Vincent?

ELLIOT
Vincent... No.

CLEON
He's Maxwell's prime suspect.

ELLIOT
Do they know anything else about him?

CLEON
No. Do you?

Flashback to Catherine and Elliot in the tunnels after the fight on the waterfront.

CATHERINE
Because there is no possibility

ELLIOT
There's somebody else.

CATHERINE
I'm sorry, Elliot.

ELLIOT
That makes two of us.



FADE TO Elliot and Cleon in Elliot's office

ELLIOT
It means nothing to me. Is there any progress on the ledger?

CLEON
I've got a cryptologist from NYU working on it but thus far... he seems to think that it's a private code.

ELLIOT
What about Malloy Davidson and Hanover Norton Trust?

CLEON
Well, we managed to place a few bugs in Hanover. Inside of a week they found them. No luck getting 
into their computers and they shred all of their paperwork. I've been working on placing a few men on 
the inside.

ELLIOT
What about the police? Are they doing anything at all?

CLEON
Maxwell's pushing as hard as he can. He's only got twelve men on the street and I've got what, forty?

ELLIOT
Make it eighty.

CLEON
Mr. Burch, look, I know it's your money but I got to tell you, Catherine Chandler's been missing for six 
months. I don't care how many men we put on the street, I don't think we're gonna find her alive.

ELLIOT
Just find her.

CLEON
Right.

Cleon leaves office and Elliot sits at desk

FADE TO DA's office building

JOHN
All right, Joe. Give me some perspective. Where are we?

JOE
Square one. Back trying to ID the crew that grabbed her. We know  they were heavyweights. They 
popped the driver of the delivery pickup just so they wouldn't leave any witnesses.

JOHN
Local?



JOE
I doubt it, but, I don't know. The trail goes dead. John, I thought for awhile I had somebody on the 
inside but that didn't pan out either. 

JOHN
What about the personal side?

JOE
Same deal. We're still working on this name, Vincent.

JOHN
From the books in her apartment?

JOE
Yeah.

JOHN
And...?

JOE
Well, we're cold on that too.

JOHN
What about the FBI?"

JOE
They're stalling. No note, no ransom. They think she's dead.

JOHN
How many men you have in the field, Joe?

JOE
Twelve.

JOHN
Come on, Joe. If this had been anybody else, what would we have done three months ago?

JOE
Downgrade.

JOHN
That's right. Look, I am sorry. I know she meant a lot to you. 

JOE
Can't we just give it another two...

JOHN
She meant a lot to all of us. We gave it our best shot. I think it's about time you start pulling your 
weight around here. We need you.



John leads Joe toward office door. Joe nods and leaves office.

FADE TO speaker on desk

JOHN
I want you to know that the case is closed on this end. I just wanted you to know that.

BOSSMAN
I wasn't worried. I have confidence in you. You have never let me down.

Moreno hangs up phone in phonebooth.

FADE TO Elliot's office

Secretary's voice
(over intercom)
There's a Mr. Malloy here to see you.

ELLIOT
Send him in.

Gets up to greet man entering his office

ELLIOT
(shakes hands)
Paul, how are you?

MALLOY
Good to see you, Elliot

ELLIOT
It's good to see you.

MALLOY
How about a scotch? Neat.

ELLIOT
Coming up.

Elliot turns towards bar as Malloy looks around and out window.

MALLOY
Look at that. It's a miracle.

ELLIOT
(brings drink over)
What is?



MALLOY
That it works. Two million people packed on an island.

ELLIOT
(hands drink to Malloy)
It's called civilization.

MALLOY
Is that what it's called. My father was a janitor in a synagogue. Elliot, your father was a sanitation 
worker as I recall. Does that make them greater man now that I, the janitor's son, lend money to the 
sanitation worker's son to build skyscrapers.
(laughs) 
I don't think so. They were, I think, lesser men, either by luck or by brains, or more likely by a failure 
to know how the true scope of things. Now, this is a problem you've never had, Elliot.

ELLIOT
Until now.

Malloy walks away

ELLIOT
You're upset about my inquiries into Malloy Davidson.

MALLOY
Scope, Elliot. I'm afraid this has very little to do with Malloy Davidson.

ELLIOT
You know I never thought I'd see you as a messenger boy, Paul.

MALLOY
(sits in Elliot's chair)
No matter what we choose to think, you and I are men, shaped by forces greater than ourselves. 
Structures within structures, interwoven, interacting. Some of us become rich when we anticipate the 
course of events but even those of us with vision are just byproducts of a much larger manufacturer.

Elliot and Malloy look at each other as Malloy gets up.

MALLOY
Ah, the air is very thin up here, Elliot. Don't let it affect your thinking.

Malloy leaves office, Elliot ponders what he said.

FADE TO  Bossman's office

DOCTOR
All things considered, that the fetus appears healthy.

BOSSMAN
Good.



DOCTOR
I can't tell you exactly when. Could be any time now.

BOSSMAN
Thank you, doctor. 

DOCTOR
Why the child?

BOSSMAN
I think it was Schopenhauer who said that the best of all possible worlds is not to have been born. 
When I was seven years old my father sold me. Children have an immense capacity for hatred that ...
I used to lie awake at night and taste it in my mouth. It kept me warm. When I was fifteen, I came 
back home and strangled my father while he slept. I cherish that day. That day I realized what is truly 
possible. I can never have children. I made sure of that. I wanted to give my child the greatest gift - to 
never have been born. I know what hunger tastes like. I know how far a man can travel on rage. Why 
does a dying man always cry out for his mother? The world is a very simple place, gravity - and the 
fear of falling. That's all there is. Do you believe in gifts, in things coming to you in their own time? I 
never did. I do now. I own seven Rembrandts. I have much to give. This is no ordinary child. The child
is a gift to me.

FADE TO Catherine lying in bed eels contractions start. 
CUT TO Vincent sensing something, hears heartbeat.
CUT TO Catherine gasping, groans and sits up in bed.

END OF ACT FIVE

ACT SIX

CUT TO TV news report of hotel fire, fully engulfed, switches to newsroom

LESLIE COLE, (
(identified as reporter on scree)
The Burch Grand Hotel and Casino continues to burn in Atlantic City. With more than two hundred 
people feared dead and twice that many injured.

Elliot watching newscast in his office

LESLIE COLE
(continues report)
The fire was first discovered in the restaurant kitchen at about seven-thirty this evening. Investigators 
believe arson may have caused the inferno although...

Elliot gets up and heads towards desk

ELLIOT
Leave please



LESLIE COLE
No suspects have been named as yet.

Two men who were just listening with Eliot leave office

LESLIE COLE
This hotel had been known and widely considered to be the crown jewel to the empire of its 
namesake, Elliot Burch.

Elliot turns off TV, takes off jacket and sits at desk, reaches for intercom

ELLIOT
Get me Manning.

FADE TO Tunnels, pipes clanging, subway cars rumbling in distance. Vincent lying on bed. Hears 
heartbeat again

FADE TO DA building

JOE
(hears knocking at door)
Come in.

JOHN
(walking in)
You busy?

JOE
Yeah.

JOHN 
Wanna put the pen down, Joe. You feeling all right?

JOE
(looks up from desk)
I feel fine.

JOHN
You don't look fine.

JOE
No?

JOHN
No. As a matter of fact, you look like hell.

JOE
(drops pen)
I'm sorry you feel that way, John. What's up or did you just come in here to give me a hard time?



JOHN
(sighs)
Joe, I want you to take a break.

JOE
What do you mean? What kind of break?

JOHN
A leave of absence

JOE
Are you telling me I'm suspended?

JOHN
Just until your head clears. 

JOE
(comes around desk to confront Moreno)
I don't believe this. 

JOHN
Joe, I've warned you more than once...

JOE
And I pulled back, John.

JOHN
Yeah, I know, and now you're only neglecting about half your casework.

JOE
Now, that's bull.

JOHN
I'm not the only one in this office who thinks so, Joe.

JOE
Look, anything that I've done on the Cathy Chandler case is strictly on my own time, nights and 
weekends.

JOHN
I'm sorry, Joe.

JOE
Please don't do this.

JOHN
It's already done.

Moreno walks out and Joe hits his desk in frustration



FADE TO Elliot and Cleon exiting elevator

ELLIOT
So, what was it?

CLEON
Shaped charge, detonated on a natural gas line. Fire was out of control within ten minutes.

ELLIOT
C-4? Plastique?

CLEON
That and some magnesium, probably for intense heat, high combustion rate.

ELLIOT
Why aren't I hearing anything about this from the police?

CLEON
Because these guys knew exactly what they were doing. Cops get careful when they think terrorist.

ELLIOT
It's not terrorists, Cleon. It's a greeting card with my name and address on it.

CLEON
Malloy is on his yacht, somewhere in the Indian Ocean.

ELLIOT
It's not Malloy. It's a hell of a lot bigger than Malloy.

CLEON
Oh. So you want me to back off this...

ELLIOT
No, Cleon. I want you to tell me something from your heart. I want you to tell me if it's coincidence or 
if it's tied to Cathy Chandler.

CLEON
No coincidence.

ELLIOT
Let's get 'em.

Elliot enters another room while Cleon leaves building.

FADE TO Camera watching Catherine's room. Catherine underneath weeping, hears keys jingling. 
Nurse entered carrying tray, places tray on bed then leaves in silence. Catherine returns to corner 
beneath camera.

FADE TO Vincent standing on Whispering Gallery bridge closes book in hands. Senses heartbeat 



again then takes off running. Heartbeat gets louder. Vincent arrives at office building.

END OF ACT SIX

ACT SEVEN

FADE TO Vincent running through hallways. Switch to Bossman watching Catherine on monitor as 
she gasps and sits up in bed

BOSSMAN
Your journey's almost finished.

Vincent breaks door down and light flashes in security office

GUARD
We have a light in sub-basement two, section D.

Alarm sounds, Vincent runing through halls. Switch to doctor moving Catherine on stretcher.

DOCTOR
This will be over soon.

Vincent comes upon guard, roars and attacks, meets another guard and breaks his neck. 

CUT TO Catherine strapped to exam table

CUT TO Vincent looking at camera

BOSSMAN
He's come for her.

Vincent breaks camera, monitor goes out. Switch to Catherine in labor, moaning

BOSSMAN
Will it be soon?

DOCTOR
(over monitor)
Very soon.

Vincent continues to make his way through the building. Guards see Vincent on monitor

GUARD
Code three. Stairwell South between four and six.

Vincent continues up stairway and attacks guard. Other guard approach and fires gun. 

CUT TO Catherine agonizing over labor. 



CUT TO Vincent continuing his fight upward. 

CUT TO Catherine struggling with labor. Bossman is watching from office monitor

GUARD
He took down five men. We got a problem.

BOSSMAN
Seal the upper levels. You can't stop him.

GUARD
Yes, sir.

Vincent attacks guard in security office. Smashes monitors

BOSSMAN
(still in office)
Brown? Brown?

BOSSMAN
(switches to delivery room monitor)
Time is pressing, doctor.

DOCTOR
Within the hour.

BOSSMAN
That's too long. Cut the child out.

DOCTOR
I suppose I could perform a cesarean.

CATHERINE
(weakly)
No, no.

BOSSMAN
Then do it.

CUT TO Vincent in elevator shaft, senses heartbeat. \

CUT TO delivery room 

DOCTOR
He's coming.

Catherine struggles to give birth. 

CUT TO Vincent climbing hand over hand in elevator shaft, sensing heartbeat. 



CUT TO delivery room

DOCTOR
Yes.

CUT TO Vincent wandering hallway and open walkway. Enters Bossman's empty office.

VINCENT
Catherine? Catherine?

CUT TO delivery room

DOCTOR
Yes. 

Switch to Vincent still in office, sensing heartbeat

VINCENT
(screams)
Catherine!

CUT TO delivery room. Heartbeat stops, baby crying. Doctor gives baby to Gabriel.

CATHERINE
(looking at Bossman)
Please?

BOSSMAN
(looking at baby)
Perfect

Gabriel hands baby to nurse

CATHERINE
(looks at nurse)
Please? Please? Please?

Nurse looks to Gabriel who nods, brings baby close so Catherine can see baby

BOSSMAN
Enough. Finish it off. Quickly.

He leaves, nurse starts to follow

CATHERINE
No, no, no.

CUT TO Vincent hears helicopter engine on roof overhead, heads for roof. 



CUT TO doctor holding a syringe

CATHERINE
What is that?

DOCTOR
(injecting syringe)
You won't suffer. I promise.

Catherine looks on, horrified as doctor leaves room

CATHERINE
(whispering)
No...

CUT TO Bossman, nurse, doctor making their way toward roof. 

CUT TO Catherine still in delivery room

CATHERINE
(whispering)
Vincent...

CUT TO Vincent as he knocks door down and starts climbing stairs to roof as Bossman, nurse and 
doctor board helicopter. Helicopter takes off as Vincent reaches rooftop

VINCENT
(yelling)
Catherine!

CUT TO Bossman looking down at Vincent as helicopter climbs into sky

VINCENT
(yelling)
Catherine!

CUT TO Catherine arriving on rooftop behind Vincent.

CATHERINE
(whispering)
Vincent...

CUT TO Vincent turning, spots Catherine, runs to her as she collapses in his arms.

CATHERINE
Vincent...

VINCENT
Catherine...



CUT TO Vincent and Catherine staring at each other

VINCENT
Catherine...

CATHERINE
Vincent...

CATHERINE
(struggling)
We loved...There's a child...

VINCENT
A child?

CATHERINE
(nodding)
He's beautiful

VINCENT
Catherine...

Catherine struggles to focus on Vincent

VINCENT
Catherine...

CUT TO Catherine shuddering, reaches out her hand and touches Vincent's face

CATHERINE
Though lovers be lost...

SWITCH between Vincent and Catherine

VINCENT
Love shall not...

Switch to Catherine as she gasps and falls back in Vincent's arms. Switch to Vincent's face

VINCENT
And death shall have no dominion...

CUT TO Vincent gently picking Catherine up and clasping her to his chest. Camera pans away while 
Vincent is still holding Catherine.

THE END


